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REVENUE

Key Question:

#1 Does Council have any reservations or feedback for 
Management about continuing revenue outlook at near 

FY2018 levels for formulating the FY2022 Budget;
that includes contingencies if revenues rebound or retract?
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Revenues Introduction
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Total All Operating Fund Revenues Transaction Privilege (“Sales”) Tax

The Mayor, Vice Mayor, Council, Town Management and staff have:
 Remained flexible, adaptive, patient and ready to transition budget

priorities as necessitated by revenue and economic conditions
 Been cautious not to over extend the Town and risk the need to pull

back on programs or service commitments, unless warranted to
mitigate an unforeseen economic crisis.

Over the course of fiscal year 2020/21, the Town prioritized expenditures
and eased into programs as service demands warranted and revenues
sufficiently rebounded. The Town’s current revenue rebound trend is
nearing FY2018 levels, contingent on another economic down turn.

Looking forward 15 months to June 30, 2022 continues to be less routine
and much more of a challenge than recent years prior to the pandemic.

(All amounts are in Millions)

The next 3-6 months will be a leading indicator for economic optimism for
the FY2021/22 and revenues will continue to be monitored closely. The
recommended FY2021/22 budget is estimating base revenues at a 2018
level, but is also prepared to mitigate a crisis as necessary.

Management will continue to update Council on revenues and provide
notice if any revenue trend or risk indicator signals a materially adverse
impact to the Town’s financial condition.



Revenues Operating Fund Revenues
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Change in Monthly Collections Year-to-Year Change from Previous Year

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)



Revenues Operating Fund Revenues
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Actual Quarterly Collections Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)



Revenues
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Total Collections by Quarter Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Operating Fund Revenues



Revenues (CHART “STATE FORMS”) Operating Fund Revenues
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Continued
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Continued



Revenues (CHART “STATE FORMS”) Operating Fund Revenues
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Continued



Revenues (CHART “STATE FORMS”) Operating Fund Revenues
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Concluded

In FY2020-21, AZCares funds were accounted for in a “special
revenue fund” and are not classified as an “operating / recurring
revenue”.

Like FY2021, setting a contingency account to receive any federal
funding will be recommended for adoption on the “State forms”.



Revenues Retail & Hospitality “Sales” Tax (TPT)
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(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Change in Year-to-Year Monthly Collections



Revenues
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Actual Quarterly Collections Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Retail & Hospitality “Sales” Tax (TPT)



Revenues
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Total Collections by Quarter Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Retail & Hospitality “Sales” Tax (TPT)



Revenues Construction TPT
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Change in Year-to-Year Monthly Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)



Revenues Construction TPT
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Actual Quarterly Collections Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)



Revenues
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Total Collections by Quarter Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Construction TPT



Revenues Transient Lodging (“Occupancy”) Tax
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(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Change in Year-to-Year Monthly Collections



Revenues
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Actual Quarterly Collections Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Transient Lodging (“Occupancy”) Tax



Revenues
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Total Collections by Quarter Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Transient Lodging (“Occupancy”) Tax



Revenues State Shared Revenues
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(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

Change in Year-to-Year Monthly Collections



Revenues State Shared Revenues
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Actual Quarterly Collections Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)



Revenues
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Total Collections by Quarter Year-to-Year Change in Collections

(All amounts are in Millions) (All amounts are in Millions)

State Shared Revenues
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REVENUE

Key Question:

#1 Does Council have any reservations or feedback for 
Management about continuing revenue outlook at near 

FY2018 levels for formulating the FY2022 Budget;
that includes contingencies if revenues rebound or retract?

?
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PERSONNEL

Key Questions:

Knowing that the FY2022 Recommended budget is
steered by Town Financial Policies, priorities and
directives from Council, and that :

 Estimated operating expenditures will not exceed
estimated operating revenues; and

 Contingencies plans are ready to mitigate another
economic crisis

#2 Is Council inclined for Management to continue
moving budget preparations forward using the
personnel recommendations as presented?

#3 Are there any other data points or analysis that
Council would like to see in upcoming budget
sessions regarding personnel?

25



Personnel Budget FY2022
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Insurance and Non Retirement Benefits

 Dental and Life insurance are not estimated to increase in FY2020
 Liability and property insurance are estimated to increase by 5%
 Medical insurance EPO, PPO and HDHP plans are increasing by 10%

 Recommendation is to maintain the cost-sharing ratio that has been
consist since migrating to AzMt

 The estimated 10% increase to the Town is $95,755; which is a 0.7%
increase to total personnel costs

 No change is recommended in the HSA / 457 contributions. Per the
Trust, the maximum the Town can contribute to HSA accounts is ½ of
the annual deductible for only the high-deductible plan.

 Data for this analysis is based on the “status quo structure” for staffing to
be included in the FY2022 recommended budget.
 It is not budget-to-budget as open enrollment and turnover shifts plan

participation counts during the year
 “Staffing” includes new positions that will be discussion April 22nd and

recommended to start FY2022 in the department budgets.
 “Staffing” does not include new positions that will be discussed April

22nd and recommended to be designated as “Priority 3”; not in the
department budgets until certain service demands and criteria are
realized.

Year-to-Year Change in Collections

Medical Insurance at Current Staffing

HSA Contributions



Personnel Budget FY2022
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Factors, Assertions and Compensation

 Standard personnel hours for the fiscal year are 2,088

 PSPRS Tier 1 and Tier 2 rate went down from 38.90% to 30.81%
 The Town does not have any employees on Tier 3

 ASRS rate was up from 12.22% to 12.41%

 Merit increase analysis of last year’s data, shows an average of 4.4%
 Recommend to fund merit increases effective July 1
 Estimated amount is $480,000 which is 3.4% of total personnel costs

 Recommended HR Studies focused to “recruit and retain high performers”
include:
 Carried forward from FY2020:

 Salary grid (pay grades and ranges)
 Positions’ placement on the salary grid

 Carried forward from FY2021:
 Employee handbook review (by Gust Rosenfield)
 Comparative benefits payouts when leaving employment

Merit Award and Grid Adjustments

Personnel Costs - Recommended

Analysis by Request

Amounts for FY2020/21 and FY2021/22, and provided by department
can be available with or after “Department Budgets”
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PERSONNEL

?
Knowing that the FY2022 Recommended budget is
steered by Town Financial Policies, priorities and
directives from Council, and that :

 Estimated operating expenditures will not exceed
estimated operating revenues; and

 Contingencies plans are ready to mitigate another
economic crisis

#2 Is Council inclined for Management to continue
moving budget preparations forward using the
personnel recommendations as presented?

#3 Are there any other data points or analysis that
Council would like to see in upcoming budget
sessions regarding personnel?

Key Questions:
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PUBLIC SAFETY RETIREMENT SYSTEM (“PSPRS”)
AND THE

UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY (“UAAL”)

29

Key Questions:
#4 Prefunding:
Does Council have any reservations with staff continuing to use the PSPRS contribution pre-funding program(s)?
#5 Timing of Payment:
Would Council like to make payments in FY2021 or defer to FY2022?
If in FY2021, when would Council like payments made?

#6 Amount of Unfunded Liability Payment for FY2021:
Council has tremendously improved the PSPRS funded ratio from 25% in FY2014 to 85% FY2020; and in light of the
data revisited today and new direction of PSPRS:

What PSPRS funded ratio would Council like to meet in FY2021 with a possibly contributing a lump sum cash
payment before the end of the fiscal year?

#7 Additional Information:
Is there any further information Council would like to see with the upcoming budget sessions or in the fall of 2021?



Public Safety Personnel Retirement System
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PSPRS
PSPRS

Town police employees who are regularly assigned hazardous duty participate
in the Public Safety Personnel Retirement System (“PSPRS”). The PSPRS
administers an agent multiple-employer defined benefit pension plan and an
agent multiple-employer defined benefit health insurance premium benefit plan.
A nine-member board known as the board of trustees and the participating
local boards govern the PSPRS according to the provisions of A.R.S. Title 38,
Chapter 5, Article 4.

Currently, all Paradise Valley PSPRS participants are under Tiers 1 & 2.

The PSPRS issue publicly available financial reports that include their financial
statements available on the PSPRS website at www.psprs.com.

Key Terms & Definitions

ACTUARIAL LIABILITY: The actuarial liability (pension liability) is determined
by an actuarial valuation at the end of fiscal years ending June 30 and
recognizes the current total obligation with the PSPRS. The most recent
valuation was for June 30, 2020 and includes tier 1 & 2 assumptions such as:

 Discount rate 7.30%(2018=7.4%;2017=7.5%;2016=7.85%;prior=8.0%)
 Expected earnings 7.30%(2018=7.4%;2017=7.5%;2016=7.85%;prior=8.0%)
 Wage inflation 3.50%;
 Price inflation 2.50%;
 Cost-of-living adj. 1.75%;
 Indices for: Mortality, withdrawals, discharges, and disability; and
 Litigation and changes in legislation.

UNFUNDED LIABILITY: The amount by which the actuarial accrued pension
liability benefits exceeds the actuarial value of plan assets.

PLAN ASSETS: The current assets the Town has invested in the plan either
through the state set contribution rates recognized each payroll or by other
direct cash contributions.

CONTRIBUTIONS TEIRS 1 & 2: State statutes establish the pension
contribution requirements for active PSPRS employees. Annual actuarial
valuations determine employer contribution requirements for PSPRS benefits.
The combined active member and employer contribution rates are expected to
finance the costs of benefits employees earn during the year, with an additional
amount to finance any unfunded liability.

DISCOUNT RATE: The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan
investments that is applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to
determine the total pension liability. Single rate to estimate future obligations.

MEARSUREMENT DATE: The date that at which actuarial is valued at;
generally, one year in arrears on the Town’s financial statements.

CFO’s NOTE

There are areas the Town can control; and areas the Town can not control.
Recommendations for Council’s considerations solely focus on where the Town
has control while mitigating risks of potential factors.

Pension systems are an extremely complex concept that relies heavily on
experts of the industry. When communicating these concepts, there is a fine
line between explaining in less complicated terms and over simplifying the
situation.

This presentation is intend to error on the side of finding more understanding
with the information we have available.

http://www.psprs.com/
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PSPRS PSPRS – Slides from Feb 3, 2021

Message from the PSPRS conference was better functioning operations
ahead, but investment earnings alone will not cover the UAAL gap. Debt
Financing is becoming a trend. With others in the docket.

The Town has discussed this. Since the UAAL has been reduced from
75% to 15% and the Town has cash on hand and budgeted, issuing debt
does not appear advantageous.

Gaining traction is a concept PV Town Council has discussed previously
and the Banking & Investment Summer Workgroup of 2020 advised on:

Using a pension reserve accounts to diversify investments and maintain
some control rather than placing funds all in PSPRS at once.



PSPRS Reports
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PSPRS
Actuarial – Rates and Budget 2022 Accounting Schedules – CAFR 2020



PSPRS Terminology
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PSPRS
Actuarial Accounting Schedules

Total Pension Liability (TPL): The TPL is the portion of the actuarial present
value of projected benefit payments that is attributed to past periods of
member services.

Net Pension Liability (NPL): The NPL is the liability of employers and non-
employer contribution entities to plan members for benefits provided through a
defined benefit pension plan.

Fiduciary Net Position: The fiduciary net position is the market value of the
assets of the trust dedicated to the defined benefit provisions.

Valuation Assets: The valuation assets are the assets used in determining
the unfunded liability of the plan. For purposes of GASB Statements Nos. 67
and 68, the valuation assets are equal to the market value of assets.

Service Costs: The service cost is the portion of the actuarial present value of
projected benefit payments that is attributed to a valuation year.

Actuarial Accrued Liability (AAL): The difference between (i) the actuarial
present value of future plan benefits, and (ii) the actuarial present value of
future normal cost. Sometimes referred to as “accrued liability” or “past service
liability”.

Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability (UAAL): The positive difference, if
any, between the actuarial accrued liability and valuation of assets. Sometimes
referred to as the “unfunded liability”.

Funding Value of Assets: The value of current plan assets recognized for
valuation purposes. Generally based on a phased-in recognition of all o a
portion of market related investment return. Sometimes referred to as Actuarial
Value of Assets.

Valuation Assets: The valuation assets are the assets used in determining
the unfunded liability of the plan. For purposes of GASB Statements Nos. 67
and 68, the valuation assets are equal to the market value of assets.

Actuarial Value of Assets: The value of pension plan investments and other
property used by the actuary for the purpose of an actuarial valuation
(sometimes referred to as valuation assets). Actuaries often select an asset
valuation method that smooths the effects of short-term volatility in market
value of assets

Normal Cost (NC): The annual cot assigned, under the actuarial funding
method, to current and subsequent plan years. Sometimes referred to as
“current service cost”. Any payment toward the unfunded actuarial accrued
liability is not part of the normal cost.

Market Value of Assets: The fair value of plan assets as reported in the
plan’s audited financial statements.
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PSPRS
Actuarial Accounting Schedules

“Actuarial Value of Assets” equivalent to “Plan Fiduciary Net Position”

“Net Unfunded Actuarial Accrued Liability” equivalent to “Net Pension Liability”.

Different methods to determine values for both above, BUT:

“Total Actual Accrued Liability” ALWAYS EQUALS Total Pension Liability

PSPRS – (Not-so-common) Terminology

Question: How is the “Interest on the total liability” or “Interest on the
Unfunded Liability” calculated?
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PSPRS

CAFR Page 78 

PSPRS – “Interest on Pension Liability”



PSPRS – “Interest on Pension Liability”
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PSPRS
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PSPRS PSPRS – “Interest on Pension Liability”

Smoothing rates over time: The Actuarial Report assumes that the discount
and expected earnings rates are the same; and nets the interest to grow the
pension with investment earnings to a single line shown on line (4) above.

Position at measurement date: The Accounting schedules use the discount rate
to calculate the growth of the total pension liability, and uses the actual
investment earnings with PSPRS.

2020
2019

The Actuarial keeps the focus on the long-term and establishes contribution
rates to amortize the UAAL over decades in a simple format.

The CAFR shows that many factors outside of the Town’ will fluctuation year to
year. By knowing the Town’s pension position, the Town can maintain a
reasonably funding ratio with a designated account.

Actuarial Accounting Schedules

Actual PSPRS earnings vary year-to-year, but smoothed over time: (Next Slides)
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PSPRS PSPRS – Slides from Feb 3, 2021

These slides show the impact of investing today. Like 401k plans, investments
will grow over time and cash contributions are need to get to the amount
needed for a fully funded retirement.

Closing message in the Update was to pay down the unfunded liability, but also
allow investment earnings to assist; limited advantage in overfunding.

Conference is available on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yphgqLjseA&list=PLfa1DZbT_Ok030kkpEMKGTwGkNymYqPf5&index=3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yphgqLjseA&list=PLfa1DZbT_Ok030kkpEMKGTwGkNymYqPf5&index=3
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PSPRS PSPRS – Funding Status

Amounts paid before June 30, 2021:
Will be reflected in FY2021 CAFR and

Actuarial report for the FY2023 Contribution rates.

Near
90%-
110%
Range

Town Council has tremendously improved the PSPRS funded ratio from 25% in 
FY2014 to 85% in FY2020.  This was primarily accomplished by strategically 

timing $18,000,000 lump sum cash payments over the last 4 years.



PSPRS Minimum Contribution Rates
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Lower Unfunded Liability only impacts the Town’s rate; employee rates for 
Tiers 1 and 2 are not effected and set at 7.65%.

Tier 3 are set by the Board.

Lowering of the unfunded liability has brought the mandatory “unfunded liability contribution rate” 
down from 60.1% to 14.8% of payroll.  The Town has no control over the “normal base rate”.



Budgetary “Recurring” Savings
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PSPRS

Savings from each year’s lump sum payments are shown horizontally (rows).
Savings realized in each fiscal year are shown vertically (columns).

Calculation used actual staffing costs for each budget cycle.

By lowering the mandatory “unfunded liability contribution rates” the Town to realize over 
$2,800,000 in budgetary savings over the last 4 fiscal years.  This was extremely 

important navigating costs and balancing the FY2021 budget through the pandemic.
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PSPRS PSPRS – Considerations

Town prepays the estimated amount for the entire fiscal year’s contributions
July 1 and is placed in a separate prefunding account. This prefunding
account participates in the PSPRS investment pool when received and as long
as it is there. With each bi-weekly payroll, the amounts for employer and
employee contributions are moved from the prefunding account to the PSPRS
contribution accounts.

The Town only transmits additional cash for contributions to PSPRS if the
estimated prefunding amount was not sufficient to cover actual payroll
contributions. New in FY2020: At year end the Town has the option to roll the
prefunding to the to the next fiscal year or apply it to the UAAL in the current
fiscal year.

Recommendation – Continue in the prefunding program and rolling the balance
forward to the next fiscal year.

Participation in the PSPRS investment pool starts when payment is received;
any time during the year.

Payments received physically by June 30, 2021 (FY2021); will lower the
minimum contribution rates starting July 1, 2022 (FY2023).

Recommendation – Wire in 3rd or 4th week in June after April’s revenue
numbers are available and reviewed.

Recommendation – Bring the funded ratio at level no less than 90%; and prior
discussions with Council and advised from the 2020 B&I SWG:

• Assign cash for PSPRS reserve in the FY2021 CAFR and review
annually; recommend 5% of Total Liability ($2.0mm)

• Develop reserve-funding policy with a funding ratio of 90%-110%
• Hear from Town’s investment managers on options for the reserve
• Council can unassign the reserve as policies develop, funding ratio

increases over 110%, or in an emergency

Funding for the PSPRS UAAL has been authorized by Council for FY2021 and
funded by carry-forward cash from FY2020 and easing back into priorities in
FY2021. However, other considerations before expending large amounts of
cash than can’t be pulled back, include but not limited to:

• Economic outlook
• 5-star reimbursements (hedged with private placement proceeds)
• Funding ratios < 100% allows investments to grow to 100% over time
• Prefunding contributes to additional investment earnings
• Summer work group included funding level policy and investment options
• Previous Council discussion of maintaining a 90-110%
• Minimum contribution rate amortizes UAAL through 2036
• Regardless of funded ratio, there is no mechanism to pull back paid to

PSPRS

Prefunding Bi-weekly Contributions

Other Considerations

Funding Ratio and Payment Amounts

Timing of UAAL Payments

The current “funded ratio” in the PSPRS is 85.5%. The chart below shows
the impacts on the Town’s PSPRS funded ratio after various cash payments.
This presumes that all actuarial factors have and will remain constant.
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PUBLIC SAFETY RETIREMENT SYSTEM (“PSPRS”)
AND THE

UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY (“UAAL”)

Management Recommendations:

#4 Prefunding:
Does Council have any reservations with staff continuing to use the
PSPRS contribution pre-funding program(s)?

#4 Prefunding:
Recommendation – Continue in the prefunding program and rolling
the balance forward to the next fiscal year.
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PUBLIC SAFETY RETIREMENT SYSTEM (“PSPRS”)
AND THE

UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY (“UAAL”)

Management Recommendations:

#5 Timing of Payment:
Would Council like to make payments in FY2021 or defer to FY2022?
If in FY2021, when would Council like payments made?

#5 Timing of Payment:
Recommendation – Pay the amount determined in Key Question #6 in
the June, after April’s revenue numbers are available, reviewed and
Management does not see a revenue trend or risk indicator that
signals a materially adverse impact to the Town’s financial condition
warranting Council action.
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PUBLIC SAFETY RETIREMENT SYSTEM (“PSPRS”)
AND THE

UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY (“UAAL”)

Management Recommendations:

#6 Amount of Unfunded Liability Payment for FY2021:
Council has tremendously improved the PSPRS funded ratio from
25% in FY2014 to 85% in FY2020; and in light of the data revisited
today and new direction of PSPRS:

What PSPRS funded ratio would Council like to meet in FY2021 with a
possibly contributing a lump sum cash payment before the end of the
fiscal year?

#6 Amount of Unfunded Liability Payment for FY2021:
Recommendation – Bring the funded ratio at level no less than 90%

($1,800,000 payment in FY2021)

Allow earnings to bring the funded ratio over 100% over time with:
• The current balance in PSPRS investment pool (90% ratio)
• Continue the prefunding program(s) – even when over 100%
• Pay the amortized minimum contribution rates

Prior discussions with Council and advised from the 2020 B&I SWG:
• Assign cash for PSPRS reserve in the FY2021 CAFR and review

annually; recommend 5% of Total Liability ($2.0mm)
• Develop reserve-funding policy with a funding ratio of 90%-110%
• Hear from Town’s investment managers on options for the reserve
• Council can unassign the reserve as policies develop, funding

ratio increases over 110%, or in an emergency

Regardless of the funded ratio, once cash is in the PSPRS, it’s in.
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PUBLIC SAFETY RETIREMENT SYSTEM (“PSPRS”)
AND THE

UNFUNDED ACTUARIAL ACCRUED LIABILITY (“UAAL”)

#7 Additional Information:
Is there any further information Council would like to see with the
upcoming budget sessions or in the fall of 2021?
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